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I love you with all my heart and can't wait to come home.

If I could purchase the world it still wouldn't be enough for a mother's sighs. There will never be enough words to express my gratitude.

Your presence once again is the only sweet escape. Sweet memories always keep a smile on my face.

It's time to heal your heart and ease the strain.

You've done more than enough,

Knowing I caused your heartache and pain.

I'm sorry for being a burden,

Helping me overcome obstacles that instigate envy.

So supportive in the time of need,

A noble woman that nourished and provided all,

The joy of seeing my mother is like watching the sun rise.

Till 'e Morn

Laurisa L. Haddon: 1358980
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2.

When you read this letter, be striving to provide and do our part.

We were a team and still are till this day

even though you're nestled in my life and heart,

I shed tears cause you left me to travel alone.

I figured it was time to start your mission,

We all needed you near,

Why did you take a different journey?

I wanted nothing but success to transcend whatever.

Being another brother in my life

just knowing we would return together,

These are words I never had the chance to express

sitting here waiting to see your face.

I love you beyond words when you never left in the first place,

People stress life after death.

There never was a, it was always "us"pring you are able to receive this,

I'm writing you this letter

"Heaven Sent"

2014

LaDorcas J. Hudson 1328960
In loving memory of my brother's brother...

...love from your brother who shares something extraordinary.

Keeping you alive in my life always.

Title: "Heaven Sent"

2014
Feeling the wicked is one game.

From becoming the prey to conflicting consciousness.

Crossing to walk away to save you

A risk of unmerited oppression

Playing with fire is equal to Russian Roulette

If I consent to challenge all of your propositions.

Consumed by feelings, burn internally.

Rhetoric the self-restraint and control that I summon,

Independent through the day and haunted mentally at night

Being haunted through the day and haunted mentally at night.

Instead of ignoring the signs and voices.

Take heed to the warnings given.

Generally being the dictator to my choices,

I will never be normal, being a sole rebel to life.

Causes to question which path to take, fighting many assumptions.

A lesson and rule to never become a slave to emotions.

When distracted by lustful desire of rage affection,

This is a game I no longer find fun.

Avoiding the curse of unexpressed desire of the conscience.

Leaving your spell amongst the masses

By many who are blind behind the appearance you possess,

You are too beautiful in ways that are unknown.

"The wicked games"
...to participate or fall victim to wicked games...

Never letting stimulation become the reason that alone should never be entertained,

Regardless of the interest and attraction.

Expect to be hunted, finding no escape from his path.

If you inherently provoke the lion, there would be concerns for the extent of this aftermath.

If I didn’t have empathy or care.

Give up destiny to its end.

There are no boundaries.

You are not defined to win.

Title: “Wicked Games”

2014

O.Marcus ~ Haden ~ 1853780
Witnessing brutality and unnecessary violence, these officers commit.

Unassembled without equal rights, living in vectors and captivity,
organized corruption that harms us all viciously.

The need for support is inspiration and motivation that feeds,
waiting for days to pass, hoping to find healing.

This is a life that we all want to forget,
looking to have our loved ones to lean on, while an incarcerated transient,

All we can do is reach out, being subjected to punishment,
trapped in a civilization known as the "Devil's Monuments".
that enabled me to get in touch with my inner self, Out of mind out of sight, taught me valuable lessons.

who refuses to give up life to this pernicious,
Friendship, means more to me. Where others perceive
that matters and inspires them to turn dreams into reality.
Everyone dreams about winning someone or something.

we would lead by example, displaying responsibility.
If circumstances were different
believe that your goals are in reach,
Continue to keep your eyes on the prize
Overcoming an environment of trouble some negativity.
Time will let no man in this maze
leads to a deterioration of performance.
I'm proud knowing the long lute driven

that would make a man lose control.
Even though in the past, we overlooked the compassion
For future warming a heart that was ice cold,
how do we show our appreciation?

until after the doors were closed.
I have never really felt the need for another
is like trying to cleanse the soul
Feeling a shoulder to lean

The: Understanding

La'Jaron D. Hooker: 1888360
2014
Hoping to find the solutions of authority to understanding us openly...

We ask you these question:

If we show that we can be troubled emotionally,

We expressing oneself equivalent to being less than a man.

...to understand me is to know me, that can be challenging.

To know me is to understand me.

Love meaning the highest elevation of understanding.

I can deny my love for you.

As we've concentrated our next steps.

Like found me, while you've taken control of your life and decentralized understanding.

The "Understanding"

2014

La Lomitas D. Hopkins: 1358830
Title: “Fallen Angel”

You can a fallen angel approach perfection and beauty?

How can a fallen angel approach perfection and beauty?

The radiance of your presence signifies grace.

A sweet demeanor and celestial characteristics

feeling as though I'm not worthy enough to take my place.

I find freedom that lies in your purity,

locked in the dark, fit of captivity.

My wings have been clipped for my transgression.

the attraction of total bliss can cause my resurrection.

Words can not dignify the meaning of this testament

Others may have different motives, but my determination is pure,

release these chains that have me bound beyond your reach.

Forgive me if the truth causes you to be insecure.

You are the light that guides one to righteousness

Speaking highly of you, due to you being truly exquisite.

consider and internalize my plea of sincerity to this confession

praying that your blessings will restore a fallen angel to be lifted...
Dedicated To Someone Special

Wondering do I ever cross your mind...

Page back and forth constantly

Being a friend till the end of time,

Will you believe in me?

I pray that you could accept this tenderness.

You are the reason I take extra steps to prosper

Lilies can only withstand bitterness,

Which can't purchase a heart full of love

not having someone to adore, turn those sunny days gray.

Whom with the characteristics you contain are rare

Understanding you is a lifetime accomplishment.

Having one standed to devote his love by genuine actions.

In a world full of desire and passion

Falling off the edge of the earth after attraction.

The heavens split open acknowledging an angel

in your presence there's activity that increases self-esteem.

His quick intervention in making a perfect match

more exquisite than the fairest queen.

The elegant beauty of Mona Lisa

Title: "You"
I only wanted to show and be compassionate.

I could be very cold-hearted.

Though I never encountered

my essence, in your presence,

as well as everytime you were in my presence,

I remember everything about you.

But sometimes I felt like a love viking.

My intentions were not to steal your heart.

You all were important to me like a crisis.

This could be suppressing.

Words that explore the unknown.

Words that touch the heart;

the words that still penetrate my soul.

Every word you spoke touched my mind.

I was liking having a very special person or friend.

Having you in my life

I truly adore and cherish.

Some people take advantage.

Separated the most important short.

The life that I have lived

of having a designated place in your heart.

I once thought and had many dreams.

Title: “Apology To My Ex”

LaMarcus L. Hadden 1888-90
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Title: "Apology To My Ex"

I swear your tender love and trust was authentic.

Many took affection for weakness, even I.

I've grown, and feel you as a heart beat
being the motivation that helps me acquire all,
We all needed someone to lean on.

I appreciate the moments you refused to let me fall.

You all deserve only the best,
which I wasn't man enough to oblige,

Forgive me for being so blunt,
you were very special and taught me how to love, I apologize...
Never knowing what lies next.

Being a victim of dilemmas.

You find more than treason
In the land of opportunity.

On invisible pedestals erected in society's mind as a whole.

Greed, envy, jealousy, suspicion, royal pleasure and position
Within the transformation of a generation polluted.

Seeing the guiding light of truth, enshrined
by the horizons of a need called "Independence".

Diminuted by the harmful effects of confusion
behind the nature of deepest consent.

Lost virtues sought in an attempt to capture total bliss
Be found instead in an illusional state of pleasure.

Which supersedes the limitations of rational humanity.

Inmersed in this jungle of vanity,

The righteous lesson of learning the values of mortality
Without the antidote to preserve transgression.

Another night I find myself caught in this maze of
"The: Incoherent Vision"

2014

Lo Marcus D. Khoden 136810
Pondering the cause to many circumstances

People probably only the strong survive.

That first on the week and pray on the uncertain.

The face in the world full of piranhas and savage barbarians?

Watching the picture play,

knowing the end is near as they close the curtains.

Pandemonium is at its worst

while struggling terrorsize the masses

So many kids having children

taking on parental obligations without proper demonstration.

Peer pressure causes many young children and teens harm,

sharing adulthood in an unenlized way.

Is that reasons to stay up chasing reality away?

Depending on the liquid that flows through the veins or at the end of a bottle,

on a ride of fabrication that dilutes the mind causing the body to physical
delay.
Title: "Linear Cerebral Vision"

It's a fact someone is victimized and someone's heart will cease to beat.

while starvation will eliminate many and natural causes will wreak havoc of total defeat...

bright lights of the night still hides the temptations when they lurk amongst the streets.
How can I deny adoration?
I think about you constantly,
hoping to reign forever in your presence.

Is this what love feels like?
That has the heart beating rapidly,
Hearing your harmonious voice
affects my emotions passionately.

Getting lost in you is a dimension of its own,
A piece would never be enough
That's why I have to make you my own.

Your beautiful tux complexion glows
Just for one night would be like heaven
To taste your lips is total bliss,
If I couldn't enjoy a true angel's kiss.

You are so special in many ways,
I grant you this one wholehearted wish
Adoring every single thing about you,
Just grant me this one undeniably true...

to desire a woman who's undeniably true

For My Special Señorita

"Ago"

2014

LaMarcus D. Hayden
"Iessanoo"
who are truly one of a kind.

A trio of sweet beautiful butterlies; my nieces

This is an important reminder

I see nothing but success in your lives.
The laughter and your knowing smiles are contagious

you are truly happiness and pride;

I will always love you

Remember to always stand tough and keep your head up
Continue to spread your wings sweet butterlies

Truly missing you everyday

trust and believe you are very special to me.
Do hang on tightly for

who could only be my nieces.

The most beautiful, delicate butterflies

Title: "My Allees"

LaMarcas D. Houseen 15589480
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So much corruption in this world,

we are constantly searching for peace,

So many innocent ones subjected to the cruelty of victimizers,

only to face another day of unwanted grief.

Everyone is looking for someone to blame,

why my story is linked to the person in the mirror.

We made this world what it is today.

Now we are wondering how could anyone pull the trigger.

Many nights we complain how life is unfair.

What about the ones in other countries that are hungry

and face despair?

Knowing the struggles they face will never lead to happiness.

Let's have a moment of silence to mourn our loved ones.

Let's have a moment of silence to mourn our loved ones.

Let's have a moment of silence to mourn our loved ones.

Taking responsibility for our part in this defeat.

Ideally, we are in the last days of our lives.

Suicides, random killings, and bombings constantly haunt us.

Everyday living in this fear we are affected all our hopes and dreams dissolve, what is left to edit?
Title: "Revelations"

unbelievable things occurring that should open our eyes

If you didn't know, there are perfect and clear signs

revelations are amongst us. there are no excuses this time...
The "guidance" we have not the ability to change the hands of time

Living, is a lesson from the experiences that formulate the spirit takes flight to find the answers untold
With the attributes to deal with worldly stress trials and tribulations not only hinder, but bring out the best.
We've been blessed with instructions that guide the way.
Being special in our own unique way shows many pro-
notions, we can lean on our own intuition, when we are trapped in a strange dimension.

There's more to life than just living day by day
If the truth is in our eyes, who is there to challenge?
Don't feel like a man or woman if we are sometimes unbalanced and unsteady.

Lord knows that we are not mentally and spiritually equal.
Plate, we can't continue running from our life line, knowing that we are struggling and weak.

Living each day with a passion to manifest.
Title: "Guidance"

Wisdom shared in the mind is a glorious gift,
Sin will feed off the lust and insanity
we all need someone to lean on when the tides shift amongst van-
ity.

Take the hand offered to walk as one
don't be afraid of the one who瞄准s,
Swallow your pride, being humble has special benefits
all you need is guidance to make amends for all the anguish...
Title: "A Woman's Worth"

To all beautiful precious women

who uplifts and brings forth creations of one who breathes

all joy that the birds sing.

Hold true to what is destined to be yours

Intelligent beyond the wonder of this world

that's commonly placed in your minds,

Give us the pleasures and opportunities
to seek tender love and care that will entwine until the end of times.

Your beauty is radiant

like jewels that can't be described by any words,

Majority would be astonished by the wrong things

instead we adore your mind and personalities more than we crave your curves.

The clock foresees

we can't take life for granted knowing we're already lost enough,

Help a man pick up the pieces
to find a way in a world that's not dear or kind to us.

Every man has a woman who's their equal

who's qualities that are exquisitely needing,

hear the words of sincerity

for I speak the truth from a heart that is constantly bleeding.

2014

[Signature]

M. B. Hayden

[Date] 1858-90
...of a woman that understands our moments of paralysis...

Appreciating the elegance for all the love
who are blind by the lust of unawareness,

My heart speaks for all men

That is so deep devotionally.

Understanding how we can express the desire of affection
mentally, emotionally, physically: as well as socially.

Only you lady woman can touch a man

The unconditional compassion inspires our progress to feel comfort.

Believe our world resides around you grace,

for your abundant love and support!

Then

Title: "A Woman's Worth"

LaMarcus D. Houston: 1358980
2014
Determination is the solution and meditation

Nothing is ever given, but earned

Nothing is hidden, not even the slightest of details.

When faith can lift and opposes,
Nothing can steal the joy or soil your soul.

How do we attempt to follow a leader?

Why do we attempt to follow a leader?

One is a leader also if determined

Who needs guidance for his own self,

mentally structured to concede to not having spiritual compassion.

We are consistently at war.

To offset for our actions,

Some often wonder, are we really born in sin?

nothing seems justified or anticipated by the foolishness that it amounts.

As I observe my environment

I am able to view different aspects and parts,

To have an open mind,

To the outcome of many functions.

Chillers and decisions are made and effects

Life silent conversations with your conscience,

Whispers in the wind.


2014
The sun will shine forever and our causes will not last...

If one has faith to believe

with fog to blind us from a clear path,

we are destined to face days that are cloudy

being the ability to reach goals of our virtue.

All trials will pass with patience

regardless of obstacles or storms; we must breakthrough,

If we believe we are successful

our lives we lead as we wish.

As long as we are depending on something or some-

The "Believe"
Title: "Everything Is Mother's Day"

"It's a blessing in a lucky way, when you open your eyes in the morning.
Feel the love and joy in your life.
We sons and daughters appreciate you deeply everyday.
Our lives, everyday shows the meaning of love
in which you would or could ever slip our minds.
Proclaiming and thanking you for all the tender love and care
all beautiful wise women who never showed any fear,
Everyday is "Mother's Day," my heart goes out to you.
So everyday should bring a multitude of cheers..."
Greetings, with good spirits in the soul

Lord knows of the many burdens we hold,
Wisdom is the beginning of understanding,
we face many obstacles that threaten to oppose.

Don't look at these things in pessimistic ways,
every situation is an omen to bring forth good will,
our minds wander uncontrollably.

Everyday we take life fix granted,
complaining about the smallest things that are so lucidious,
Take time to realize others are in worse states.

It's not hard to succeed amongst the flock
as long as it's your desire to follow the most graceful shepherd,
we've been lead astray and on the road to destruction
with prayer and stability we can all grow together.

At the end of the tunnel there is guiding light
the road to sweet and heavenly paradise,
never be discouraged when you have help,
in this world we must strive to reach new heights.

Stay focused on truth, morals, goals, and values
evil lurks and surround you daily.
...blessed are you, just remember to pray...

Always remember you have someone who loves you

we'll all have bad days,

internalize these words to lift you up

in order to be able to appreciate his loving side.

We are destined to stumble

Think of the one who was crucified,

When you feel like the world is on your shoulders

you must be diligent in your part and not be lazy.

Fill and digest the food of faith and trust.
Is it destiny that we embrace...

Title: "Real Love"

Chasing the signs of love in a sweet escape,
Moving heaven and earth to entwine ourselves in affection,
ridding the cloud of devotion to correlate.

Please don't judge these feelings that are displayed,
pondering, whether divine love could be all good.
The smiles will always outshine the frowns.
understanding our places and that affinity is the expression and aspect.
from above.

Love changes phases as do the seasons,
seeking out unity within all reasons,
Emotions take us to unknown places,
unlocking doors that signifies spiritual reaching.

Covered with warmth to surround you with comfort,
lifting your mind, body, and soul singing harmony,
So deeply entwined by the liberation of living...
life for us is sealed in divine matrimony...
We can't regret the life we lived

if we can prosper
then we will always succeed.

so many are eager to bring you down

Never be feeble-minded

walk tall and stand tough.

Even though the load gets heavy

Situations are manifested

in the hands of God we trust.

If you know what I know

experienced life from all different angles,

we can stand firm

Seeking salvation will save us.

Teaching a valuable lesson

Is no different than walking

travelling through something uncertain

I speak from a place within

trapped in a strange generation.

La Marcus D. Hayden, 1858-1980

Title: "Waterfalls"
Title: "Waterfalls"

Understanding deals with contemplation.

Giving up hope for a little stack of paper.

Knowledge is the key.

Education falls in the same line as us.

If you crack a look, the stress over rights, we are the same individuals.

Taking each other's lives at night.

More than the human mind.

What lies beneath is exposed.

Step through the door, your way through the open space.

Real struggles lie deeper than what we believe.

Climb these mountains, leaving all your worries behind.

Dwelling on the past, feeling dominated by illusions, never brings any joy or sunshine.
Title: "Waterfalls"

2014

We saw and now we succeed,

Envy, hatred, and jealousy are apart of the sinful deed.

Some people walk through life, letting sin stimulate the foolish kind.

Learning from a hard head, many falls made us find our mind.

People can say what they want to, we have heard it all.

Stand tall through the rain we've been through waterfalls...

LaMarcus D. Hayden: 1359880
Incarceration brings out the best to help deep within,

Looking from the outside probably would be hard to comprehend

I rather be accepted for the responsible person than the crooked snake that could harm or affect another human-being.

We will never stop being attracted to you precious beautiful love

don't treat us as aliens that are not wanted in your eyes or planet,

Just because we made mistakes, why do you persecute?

It's not because we are in chains temporarily or permanent.

How can you not feel our pain when you're in our presence?

All we have is our words and sweet memory of your face, body and fragrance

all that smells as heaven.

The passing of us daily wanting to be home with freedom

Time passes us daily wanting to be home with freedom.

Reality we have to face knowing this is not our kingdom.

True, we consider even instead of being harsh and unfair

Only a man can take responsibility for being in here

Respect goes a long way as well as our emotions

don't despise or stereotype until you take time to know us boldly

2014

La Marcus O. Hayden, 1358910
Merry Christmas with the best gift that speaks...

A friend: Someone who cares beyond any other man

Always remember what you have in me,

When you open my present of love

Even though we're distance apart, we are never out of reach.

All my love touches your heart as well as brings peace;

If warm your insides and comfort your bones.

Christmas love is sweet like hot cocoa.

Having you in my life is more needed than 80 West Blend's little helpers.

But one kiss eternizes two souls together.

Standing under the mistletoe with you

There's no coincidence we are destined to be one of a kind.

Once I came in to your world,

You will discover the element of surprise.

Under the Christmas tree are many gifts.

Spread your wings and soar high with the doves.

Your eyes sparkle with so much radiance.

A heart full of gift wrapped with nothing but precious love.

What more can I mean to you on this special day?

Title: "The Best Gift."

To Marcus D. Hadden: I love you.

2014
2014

La Marcus D. Hayden: 1356780

Step in the name of love

The heavenly angels sing much praise,
following exact harmony of salvation.

When the heart beats with glory,
just to know the children of God rejoice.

Walking everyday with a purpose in life,
temptation is at every door step to interfere with our choice.

What are we fighting for?

So many people are confused by deception,
maybe the humble can be examples for the ground.

If you are one with the answer,
make it your duty to guide brothers and sisters through your own passion.

If we are afraid and embarrassed to seek charity,
only the doubters will be left behind.

Recognize when the Lord is speaking,
situations are manifested to understand thy heart.

Take comfort in prayer and faith,
be uplifted by compassion and follow their voice...
That giving up and surrendering is not a virtue.

Alfredante Luther King Jr. said that we all have dreams.

36.

Thinking the most mannerly for your unlimited patience.

Togetherness means we both must continue to strive forward.

I sent my heart on a pedestal, the core of motivation,

remembering my personality is still loving and charming.

The current electricity is infinitely.

Like a tombstone in church on an early Sunday morning,

You made my heart sing.

I'm standing here. Did I have your way.

No matter how far apart distance we are.

As well as put a smile on your face.

I pray that my sincerity brings you joy.

Who fills my world with spirt.

The guardian angel in my life.

You are the beat to my heart.

I need you always and forever.

My love for you is without end off the chart.

First impression is the best.

The total expression from the heart.

Truly all I can give you is my love.

Finally a Heart's Desire.

2014

La Marquis D. Hadden, 1939-2000
Heart's Desire is not a privilege, it is a right...

Inheritance, this beyond a doubt

Meaning for a goddes, then brings joy to life.

This is shang and forever divine.

Love could be an addition with true mechanics.

Surrender means nothing when it's not genuine.

A heart's desire written as a sole commandment, you mean more to me than life.

My actions don't follow their lead. Standing strong fighting for a place in your heart.

Title: "A Heart's Desire"
Everyone tried to warn us

Knowing things will not be the same.

We can write in the morning.

I know it's time for us to make a change.

We've done many wrongs

We envision seeing the feet foremost.

Living in the twilight some

We have to fear the darkness.

Knowing we can't hide from themselves


has us pressed to the floor.

This life that we live

It seems we're at the end of our rope.

Please help us Father

I just call it Faith.

Some believe it's an illusion

proving right and wrong

Face down on our knees

homesty our mind can endure it.

We didn't ask for this judgment

Life can be so blurry

One must keep his or her focus clear

This "We Report"

La Marquis D. Haydn • 1358980

2014
Doing things against God will now we are slowly paying attention.

We've been bruised and battered.

It took falling of the ladder.

Our bodies are broken.

The Lord will not let his children mind shatter.

What is pride?

Who is there to impress?

We are searching for sunshine.

It's got to be near.

We shed many tears.

The pain from our sin can be so fierce.

Show us the path,

Guide us to the family,

This is a spiritual hustle in order to shake sin from amongst us.

Holding our composure.

Living in captivity.

The devil is eager not to let us retreat.
Title: "We Repent"

To experience glorious days...

Hear our cries for mercy

We haven't forgotten to pray

Please forgive us, Lord.
Title: "Glory of Sunshine"

Living is a full-time occupation surrounded by hatred.
Imagine a world free of discrimination that enable us to reach greater heights.

Can you picture yourself sitting on the edge of the earth, watching over the masses.
How would you categorize this world?
When the multitude is creating perdition and disaster.

Everything happens for a reason this is the land of tests.
Learning that so much can be inflicted in the time experienced, we realize that we can overcome this stress.

Being successful has its own price everyone has fallen from glory.
We must take advantage of the blessings received to live a fabulous life wholly.

Time waits for none as understanding is hard to conceive.
Why must we face trials and tribulations?
Unity encourages us to help one another and intercede.

Two wrongs never equal right.
in wars we are hungry for anything that brings peace,
Keep your head held high in order to find the glory of sunshine...

Open your eyes because this is our time that will elevate and enhance our mind.

We are traveling on a road pushing for wisdom to ease all of the negative pollution.

Be one who defeats discrimination am I part of the problem or one with the solution?

Examine yourself and all of the struggle for freedom is what we seek. Vengeance is very demanding.

Title: "Glory of Sunshine"

2014

Lormanus D. Haden 1358980
Brave: Because I allowed myself to trust and live.

- To help balance out what makes one weary.
- That the reason two are better than one.
- It seems the circumstances are too heavy.
- It's possible.

Unbelievable: Because I believe hope and love can make anything.

- Proving all the while that these blessings are true.
- I ponder deeply about you constantly.
- My whole life has changed with the connection between us.

The difference is you are abundant.

It's not that we don't feel the power of love.

If our faith is not stronger or inspiring.

Errors surrounding us can affect our progress.

Understanding the foundation of this platform.

This kind of love will never leave you helpless.

A true manifestation of affection.

Once often becomes selfish.

When you care and feel deeply for a friend.

LAM MURS D. HADEN: 155980

2014

Tilts: Unusual Breathing Life
Title: "Unselfish Brave Likes"

with a friend who has the strength and will,

Appreciate these words from a grateful heart
avoiding the loneliness that incarceration can instill by accepting what you pro-
vide in tenderness that heals.

Liker: because we have much in common is special ways
which raise our spirit, knowing we have a friendship bound to phase,

Smiling inwardly you can't deny the same tug
our chapter has started, will you add to the page?

I wanted to share my affinity in protestation
cause our friendship will not fail but prosper,

Hope, Prayer, and Love will guide
my heart and love is everything I have to offer...

For Someone Special
"Ana"
Title: "The Truth"

2014

You're never met a man as this

I'll walk a thousand miles for your kiss

Every man needs love

sincerely you're my special wish

that I will ever let you slip.

Before you walk away

my heart is in the palm of your hands.

just give me one chance

When I get around you

I don't know how to act

that will change you starting from the back.

Never want these memories to fade

I'm backed on you like a needle in my skin

trying to find the words to repeat.

Money can't provide love

only you can fill that emptiness,
Feeling like I can’t go on
you are that important instrument.

I’ll play you like a violin
so many emotions flow through my brain.
Heavy sedated with you
I can feel you running through my veins.

I can’t sleep at night
being taunted by your presence,
It’s not the same.

I’m willing to give the past my confessions.

Money couldn’t buy important things
I know I’m someone different.
Give us time to officiate this trust
you come first before many.

You’re so beautiful and sophisticated
your style has me mesmerized,
I daydream about holding your heart
while making your pressure rise.

I have been interested in you
like a pastor eager to preach,
We can communicate forever
as long as our heart’s beat.
That Special Woman

For "An"...

the truth shall open many gates...

My love for you is guaranteed

I can't help but wait,

I'm not ashamed with how [Fel]

to prove my love will never die.

I've got to fill your soul internally

as though it has nine lives,

I need to shake your kitty hard

I'm only a human-being.

I'm not perfect I make mistakes

intellectual actions and words that are being disproved and what I'm saying

Now take this to heart

is strive for better days.

All we can do now

we can never change,

What's done in our past
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